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INTRODUCTION 

1. Practically all types of modem transportation and communications services are heavy users 
of industrial capital and equipment. 

2. Both UNTACDA I and 11 recognize that there should be a significant degree of 
independence and self-reliance in the maintenance of the transport and communication 
infkmtructures and equipment; in the operation and maintenance of service facilities; in the 
production of spare parts and components; and, fmally, in the manufacture of equipment 
necessary for building the infrastructures and providing the required transport and communication 
services. 

3. In spite of the past efforts made in Africa to plan, design and establish some good industrial 
plants and workshops for the purpose, still many countries in the region continue to suffer from: 

(i) chronic shortages of transport and communication equipment and spare parts; 

(ii) ineffective use of the available equipment; and 

(iii) poor mahteaaace practices which allow the equipment to deteriorate and stop 
operation prematurely. 

4. Even the UNTACDA I1 programme still needs to be reiaforced in this respect in a concrete 
way, if it has to make any practical impact on self-reliance and seKsustained development in 
Africa. Already we see that out of 478 UNTACDA I1 projects proposed for the transport sector, 
only two are in the area of manufacturing; and out of 191 proposed for the communications 
sector, only three are in the area of manufacturing. This goes to explain that the Afican 
countries still continue to underplay the role of equipment technology component in their 
transport and communication sectors. By implication, the responsible working groups have given 
the impression, that the respective UNTACDA I1 strategies and objectives could be attained 
largely on the basis of imported equipment. 

5 .  However, carried to its logical conclusion, the above-mentioned omission would, in the 
long-run, jeopardize the strategy for self-reliance and render even the objective of the sectors' 
maintenance and rehabilitation unsustainable. This is particularly so, since it is hardly 
conceivable that the UNTACDA IX programme could be implemented on basis of imported 
transport and communication equipment and parts, given the deteriorating terms of trade, the 
debt burden and, hence, the declining capacity of the African countries to earn foreign exchange 
to pay for the imports. 
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6. Unless some immediate and appropriate interventions are made, and soon, at both national 
and multinational levels, there is danger that the combination of the above-mentioned bottlenecks 
will, in due course, escalate the transport and communication service problems in Africa to crisis 
proportions. 

(b) Qlustiv- of the m2!x 
J i  
.I- F J  

7. The objectives of this paper is to highlight the main ar where the UNTACDA strategies 
for development of transport and communications need dustrial support if their operational 
objectives have to be realized. By industrial support the supply of such 
products as equipment, parts, components as well as technology and 
skills required for efficient and sustainable operation services. 
The paper also provides some elements for initiating the fmt step leading to identification of new 
projects, as well as rationalization, rehabilitation and upgrading of existing projects and 
establishments, including repair and maintenance workshbps 6 r  development of tlii'Tort of 
industries relevant to the present objectives. 

8. Good strategies for transport and communications industry must, in due course, lead to 
identification of projects designed to provide support for efficient operation of specific modes, 
in terms of equipment, parts components and engineering technologylL At regional and, 
certainly also, at national level, priorities will have to be set, taking into account the UNTACDA 
modal strategies already set out and which render themselves to industrial support. In other 
words, we have fust to look at the proposed development priorities of the modes in question and, 
from there, determine what sort of industrial support i s  going to be critical and, hence, proceed 
to derive projects to bring about the relevant industrial capacities, products and capabilities. This 
is the core of the inter-sectoral linkages between the industry sector and traasport and 
communications, and ought to be spelt out in the overall strategies of the modes. Taking this 
latter course of action will assist to bring out more clearly the supportive nature of industry and 
thus maintain a consistent and coherent presentation of the relevant modal development 
requirements. 

9. Given the limitation of resources, not all the identified projects can of course be 
implemented within the same timeframe; and hence the need to have priorities within priorities. 
The member States would ultimately have to specify which priority projects should be attempted 
nationally or multinationally, by phases, during the present Decade, with or without foreign 
assistance and participation. Such projects should, however, be confined strictly to providing 
equipment support for transport and communication operations and facilitation; and not include 
projects which are meant for industrial development as such. 

I/ Even if the strategies are limited to maintenance and repair, one needs parts, components - 
and some engineering capabilities to do that. Local development of all or some of this 
indicates a positive progress in equipment technologies. 
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i>tiZm economies of scale as against minimum economic sue. Much
aSIS»Von cS^ration to establish back-up auxiliary industries and to facilitate sub
contracting arrangements on multinational basis if necessary.

(c) PollT issues

importance.

(d) <Smpe. of recommendations

12 The strategic areas mentioned in this report are based largely on the subsectoial strategies
Sp2d b?2uNTACDA II working groups. The recommendations are fairly general m
S^ broad principles of cooperation among the African countries under the umbrella of

TltTexJected thTthe African Regional Centre for Engineenng Design and
(ARcIdeM) will assist the African countries in the engmeenng design of

^acSe^nd components and manufacture of spare parts as well as in preparmg studies for
design and manufacture of specific products.

I. MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT

I.I T" Dftvelnn MllHiltlffllff1 «"*nn1opies

13 The appropriate infrastructure within which multimodal transport can estabUsh iteelf
develop andflourish does not, in general, exist in Africa. Among the missingetementearej
network of Inland Clearance Depots (so that containers need not be stripped at ports) and
adSuately equipped and resourced intermodal exchange points (where cargo can be efficiently
and rapidly changed between transport modes).
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1.2 Container Equipment MqfafCTfflK** and Repair

14 The Containerization International Yearbook, 1987, indicates that a majority of maintenance
and repair firms are located in the developed countries II. Africa is the least endowed with
such firms. For Eastern Africa, only two firms were mentioned in the Yearbook, both based in
Mombasa. In the West Africa subregion, the survey mentions one firm, Trans-Afhc based in
Abidjan Being directly vertical to the European ports of the Mediterranean Sea, the North
African subregion tends to depend extensively on the repair services available in the European

ports. But the situation could be reviewed,

15 The most crucial aspect affecting demand for repair services in Africa is the low level of
export usage of containers. The logical practice for repair of units would be to repair the unit
as soon as possible when damaged. The position shifts if the owner does not envisage any
revenue from the trade. This is the case for many countries in the African region. Already the
market activities with higher export usage like Mombasa (Kenya) and Abidjan (Cote d'lvoire)
are more extensive than in the low export usage ports.

16 When looking at the tremendous impact a systematic containerization in Africa will have
on transportation of imports and exports of the region, there is no doubt that demand for
container repair and maintenance services is going to increase. Governments, port authorities,
carriers and major exporters in Africa must, therefore, give serious consideration to container
maintenance and repair industry, in order to avoid artificial shortage of containers and the higher
freight costs of back-hauling damaged empty containers, thus creating bottlenecks on the
movement of the region's exports. In this connection the member States should be urged to
accede and ratify "The Customs Convention on Containers, 1972". As long as this is not done,
the owners of the containers will not allow the African countries to repair the damaged
containers, except where the owners are represented locally in the country. By accedmg to the
Convention, the countries will also be entitled to gain access to the proper technology and parts
required for repair and maintenance of containers. Local manufacture of containers would also

be facilitated.

II. SHIPPING

H.I To Improve the Maintenance of Floating Craft

17. The availability of adequate and efficient ship repair facilities at major ports is not only
desirable but essential. The facilities must include well equipped and stocked workshops, skilled
engineers, a slipway and, where possible, a dry dock, so that repairs arising out of accidental
damage or wear and tear can be effected quickly, in meeting the requirements of Safety

H See UNECA, Study on the Feasibility of Establishing Container Repair and Maintenance

facilities in Africa (E/ECA/TRANS/52), September 1987, p.55.
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Convention Certificates (e.g. a Load Line Certificate
etc. Thefacffitiesarealsonexe^toe^ur^^^

launches, etc.) are kept in good repair, througn' P™^ L^J^ ^ vessels become
Such facilities are^J^u^ every PC. ^^ ^facmtfcs tacreaseSi

and more complex, ana we

objective.

II.l.l jfflmfpve ^jp^nard roaifite*181^

1. Carry out an audit and survey of existing nudntenancej.rov^and problems aboard
those employed on costal and short-sea trades

2. * * '"" "1"""

them wherever possible.

of shipboard maintenance procedures and practices.
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11.1.2 Improve shorHviiH maintenance facilities

19. The availability and quality of vessel maintenance facilities at African port^"j^^

of these facilities is very high, and even provision of modest maintenance facilities could be too
mucht bTbomea^omelmall ports There is, therefore, a very strong case for regional
cdU*omtion^ndclearing in me provision and improvement of shore-based mamtenance
I%£.^developments* could also be important sources of foreign-excise income rf
the reputation of the faculties attracts work from international shipping companies. Suggested
activities to assist in the achievement of this enabling objective include:

1 Survey existing facilities and resources (including the workforce and its skills)witti
to their location, size and capability, and assess the »«provements, provmon

facilities, and developments that are needed to meet predicted future demands.

2. On the basis of the survey, devise a regional/subregional maste.^JrJ"**
construction, improvement, rationalization and equipping of shore-based ship

maintenance facilities.

3 Implement the master-plan on a regional/subregional collaborative basis, under agreed
terns for me funding, costing and operation of the facilities.

4 Develop a model institutional framework and management structure for the;*ore-based
ratateLce facilities, covering financial management, pricing, cost control syaems

t d prepare guidelines for the
ratateLce facilities, covering financial manage, pg,
quality control and supplies management, and prepare guidelines for the
implementation of the framework and management structure.

5 In the short-term, there is need to identify and assess the existing repair facilities with
fvtew tounderlming the bottlenecks and proposing the appropnate course of action.
Su^J suS should also be undertaken on the African shipyards and ship repan-
facilities regarding the following aspects:

- Shiobuildinr to determine the potentialities and gaps,and propose measures
1 aimed at increasing the competitiveness of services provided

and ensuring that shipbuilding in Africa is profitable and has
a significantly increased value-added.

eoak- to determine the levels of performance in small and heavy repairs,
^' and find ways of harmonizing the African ship repair facilities in

order to reduce the proliferation of unprofitable repair yards.

operations: container repair; manufacturing of spares and components;

port equipment, etc.
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H.1.3 TmpfW maintenance training

wmimmw
training Activities relating to this enabling objective should include.

■

for crews of port craft.

2 Adopt collaborative schemes, encompassing regional, national
H, and international agencies, to ensure the effective, non-

and facilities in a comprehensive network of maintenance traunng.

III. PORTS

in.i Tft imF"ve thf Maintenanrt> °f Port Assets

21 Under this mode the accent is being put on maintenance, although this does not exclude the

£££«£ - and the strategy for the Decade must attempt to remedy tins. Sue enabhng
objectives can be distinguished.

m.1.1 rHrry 9ut a cofflpr^nsive mrfit ftf fhe maintenance fifflctiofl

identify the institutional, organisational, manpower and technical constraints to

eTf govermnent controls, organizational and planning issues, procurement and
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operations, as well as the organization, facilities an ^££
and supplies management. It must also rev.ew i*0**^^^"^£21.
engineering MIS. The activities contributing to this enabling objective should include.

1 Promote awareness of the problems of asset management and maintenance, and of the
neTfe a comprehensive audit, through training programmes for senior government
ami port officials and for representatives of donor and international agencies (e.g. the

IPP3 seminar).

2. Develop the framework, datasheets and guidelines for carrying out an audit of the
maintenance function.

3. Develop model organizations and systems for the port maintenance function, for use
in the audit and consequent activities.

4 Recruit multi-disciplinary teams of senior employees (engineers, operations specialists,
management and financial experts) to carry out the audit in each major port.

5 Train the audit teams (on national and regional bases) to collect, analyze and interpret
the relevant information, and to prepare a set of recommendations.

6 Carry out the maintenance audit, covering: an inventory of existing assets> «***
performance; the status, organization and staffing of engineering services and supphes,
Lntenance facilities and tools; financial, budgetary and other management control
procedures; and engineering supplies management information systems.

7. Develop a plan of action to implement the recommended changes, to present to senior

government and port officials.

m.l.2 K?f"fm the nrganiration of maintenance

23 On the basis of the conclusions and recommendations of the audit, a programme of action
should be instituted, to reform the organization of engineering services, including relaxation of
restrictive government controls and regulations, changes to the staus and «tofmeofflK
engineering department (particularly the relationship between enginewmg and other port
S^ente) and to staffingand conditions of work. Activities suggested m this text include.

1 Ensure that the status of the engineering department and its sections reflect the
importance of the maintenance function to the port (e.g. through Board representation
for ^gineers, appropriate seniority and comparability for engineenng management and
supervisory staff, and realistic financial, investment and other ceilings) and that its
organizational structure promotes efficient management.
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2 Reorganize the engineering department so that it gives appropriate status to the marine
civil mechanical/electrical, supplies and independent inspectorate sections, and so that
it is structured to provide the best possible service to its users, through appropriate
decentralization, line and staff relationships, internal communications, seniority and

responsibility of posts, etc.

3 Set appropriate manning levels within each branch/section of engineering (based on the
audit and related studies, including reviews and revisions ofjob descriptions, salaries
and other personnel issues) and apply performance targets for each department, section,

branch and individual.

III. 1.3 Tt^prove mainfryifmre facilities and resources

24 On the basis of the conclusions and recommendations of the maintenance audit a
programme should be initiated to ensure that each port engineering department has the
appropriate range of maintenance facilities to perform its function effectively and that these are
sensibly located. Workshop facilities, equipment, tools services I* »»I^.^toJf
improved, and the suitability and benefits of externally contracted services should be investigated.

Contributory activities could include:

1 Where appropriate, relocate, redesign and (re-) construct the workshops and other
engineering facilities, to meet fully the present and future operational requirements of

the port.

2 Ensure that the workshops and storage areas are properly equipped with a full range
of facilities (including mobile units), testing apparatus, tools, materials and services.

3 Where appropriate, relocate, redesign and (re-) construct the stores facilities for
supplies and spares, and equip them with all necessary environmental control and other

services, so that they maximize the efficiency of the workshops.

HI. 1.4 Apply modem management procedures to maintenance

25 The primary objective of the maintenance function is to ensure that marine craft, civil works
and equipment are available, in the right number and condition, to meet operators'requirements.
The operational demand for facilities and equipment has to be reconciled with the need for
preventive and corrective maintenance, which has to be planned for the most efficient use of
workshop and staff resources. Work planning, scheduling and other maintenance procedures
must be developed, introduced and rigorously applied. The following activities will contribute

to achievement of this enabling objective:
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1 Developsetsof model procedures covering work planning, scheduling, supervision and
other management tasks, including those operational functions that impinge on
maintenance (e.g. vehicle inspection, driver supervision and equipment deployment).

2 Develop model procedures covering the requisition, procurement, storage and stock
control, issue, documentation and recording of engineering supplies.

3. Train management, supervisory, technical, clerical and stores staff to introduce and use

the revised procedures.

4 Adopt a customer- and performance-orientated maintenance management culture,
through the setting and monitoring of performance targets (considering maintenance as
a commercial, revenue-earning activity) and the encouragement of individual and unit

accountability.

5 In negotiating for contractual agreements, the equipment suppliers should be induced
to undertake the training of personnel for equipment operation and mintenance as well

as the provision of the necessary spare parts.

ffl. 1.5 Appty ™™fern control and information systems

26 Central to the improvement of port maintenance management is a reliable and
comprehensive information system covering preventive and corrective maintenance, supplies and
asset management. The system must encompass continually updated records of operating
performance, reliability, repair and maintenance schedules, supplies and costs. It must provide
aU the data necessary for monitoring operational and engineering performance and efficiency,
and for making sound decisions on all aspects of asset maintenance and management. Based on
the conclusions and recommendations of the audit, a programme should be implemented to
establish such a comprehensive control and information system (as an integral part of the port s
management information system), through the following activities:

1 Develop a model Engineering MIS (EMIS), as an integral component of the port's
central MIS, for use in maintenance planning, control of work, planning, mamtenance

and operating costs, and technical and design applications.

2 Develop a model Supplies MIS (SMIS), as an integral component of the port's central
MIS, to cover requisition, procurement and receipt of supplies, stock control and issue,

costs and stores records.

3. Develop and/or adapt the software shells for the EMIS and SMIS for use in individual

ports.
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4.

in. 1.6

include:

■
3 introduce 'Quality Circles' in port engineering deparUnenU, and organise exchange of

h Qlity Circles are well estabhshed.

vSmethods of maintenance training on collaborative

introduce Quality Circles in port gg
stoff with ports where Quality Circles are well estabhshed.

IV. INLAND WATER TRANSPORT

IV.l

SSSSS|^ssS£S3
developmental aspects of inland waterways, suchi"™™,™! ^ w river Commission
or waterway system basis, with maximum ^"^^^tobe introduced to
members and users of the waterway ^"^jL^Sft andtarious forms of shared
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identified as contributing to the improvement of the technical and economic performance of
inland waterway craft, as outlined below.

IV.1.1

introduction, replacement

include:

ent and/or addition of cratt as

handling facilities.

2 Estimate the future needs of the waterway for floating craft.

master plan.

4. Inve

rato^ation of eating owneri and operators, and so on.

rv.i.2

30. InfurtheranceofU.egeneralpolicyofs^da^tiona^^

(individually or jointly) should investigate ^J^*^°^^8c°nsZ7tion specifications,
S suitable for Afri«m mland «»^» "^ l^y^rgeted^ individual

tS^r^^riS^). /ctiviLshouldinclude:

1. Carry out a survey of the latest development in inland waterway vessel design.

2 Develop model sets of design specifications for African inland waterway craft.

system.

4. Develop new construction methods, taking advantage of lighter materials and faster
local boat-building techniques.
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IV 1 3 flfifrhHsh cQDjflnirti«n and maintenance facilities

s
basis. Contributory activities identified are:

1 Survey existing craft-building and maintaining faciUties within each waterway system,

and estimate their suitability to meet the projected needs.

2 Within each Commission, agree on the cooperative development of one or more of the
' faculties, or on the construction of new facilities on a shared ownership basis.

3. Provide the necessary funding and resources, and develop or construct the required

facilities.

4 Provide the necessary training (basic, refresher or re-training) to ensure that the new
■"■"" or upgraded facilities are well staffed with a skilled, qualified workforce.

IV.1.4 introduce the m™ waterway system Craft

32 Demonstrating the need for the replacement of obsolete craft and the benefits of mtroducing
fce neTdesigns are, of course, only the initial steps in improving the technical and economic
p^^Kmdwaterway veLls. In order to ensrce that ft. new crafts are mtnrfuced
Cwners will have to be encouraged in various ways to mate the necessary mvestment.
Activities which should contribute to the achievement of this enabling objective are.

1 Introduce fiscal incentives and facilitate credit, to encourage the scrapping and
' replacement of obsolete, inefficient vessels and the construction and/or purchase of

modern types.

2 Encourage the setting up of multinational cooperative schemes, the amalgamation of
' small boat-owning companies, and other joint and collaborative ventures, to make the

acquisition of new craft economically possible.

3. Construct or purchase the new craft, as planned, to the agreed designs and
specifications.

4. Rehabilitate or upgrade existing vessels, where appropriate, e.g. by motorization.
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V. ROAD TRANSPORT

V.I YfMkk Manufacturing

33 The constraints on foreign exchange throughout the 1980's in Africa resulted m a s^rp

SSS?3Hhave been reduced to near shut down levels in many countries except .n Algena, Morocco,

Kenya and Tunisia.

i 2s^

regional comparative advantages.

SSSk
guarantee availability of CKD and essential supply parts.

incentives for more efficient assembly plants.

V.2 M"tf>r yahfe!* Maintenance and Repair 2/

%1 With reeard to motor vehicle maintenance, no studies have ever been undertaken in any
SricI coXto a^s the adequacy of repair facilities. The followmg problems tamftSricI X
effective maintenance management.

See UNTACDA I, Phase I, Vol.1, para 170.
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V.2.1 p^t maintenance facilities

38. Perhaps due to poor maintenance planning, the following problems occur:

(i) in most cases, only the capital cities have well-equipped repair facilities;

(ii) repair costs are high;

(HO there is too wide a range of different brands of motor vehicles on the market.

V.2.2 Spare parts

39. Advance planning presents difficulties for various reasons:

the demand;

(ii) Stocks are insufficient; and

(Hi) There is too wide a range of different brands of motor vehicles on the market.

importation of used cars results in:

higher requirement for spare parts;

- comparatively higher maintenance costs;

higher operating costs;

high rate of road accident risks.

41. Given the above problems, the following recommendations may be proposed:

m African countries should cooperate and establish joint vehicle and spare part purchasing
^SriUn the firework of multinational mechanism(s) set up for the
SSTTtaSfctaal countries, efforts should be made to reduce and control high
veTkmamteZce, and repair costs (by standardizing garage serv.ce rates on a man-

hour basis).
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(ft As the rate of increase of road vehicles seem to be greater than the rate of increase of
( ' %££££*, it is recommended that the African countries should make a concerted

effort to standardize some of the basic and most common spare parts- « is also
strongly recommended that a study be conducted into the feasibility of "^"^""S
sSreparts and components in some of the African countries wJule others concentrate
on assembly of particular motor vehicle brands.

ttffi The import of used cars may have positive financial aspects in that they are cheaper
Tbuy however, consideration should be given to limiting their number by ensuring
that such cars pass a rigorous technical test before they are licensed.

V.3 pnari CnnstiiKtinn Equipment <Wd Materials

42 One problem encountered in the construction and maintenance of road projects *
cost of imported equipment and materials relative to the total costs of the projects. Oy
^ZStoHfika wffl suddenly manufacture all the equipment or parts to meet all ite
S&T assuming plants ah-eady exist •<««--to)|-J; J

items can be linked to truck plants.
Highway construction projects in Africa make intensive use of

and omer heavy construction machinery. It may be premature
i hititd road building equipment such as

SSEving and omer heavy construction machinery. y p
^mLfecture its own sophisticated road building equipment such as

SldoS^Tand motor scrapers; however, assembly of some IV"**^^*
manufacture of some spare parts - particularly fast-consumed spares - should be economically

and technically feasible.

44 The manufacture in Africa of public works building equipment such as bulldozers, graders
id £££m£*ZlL encouraged in the long term. There is a need to stady the existing
r^tentiaTwi^iew to helping either the establishment of national industnal complexes for
SnWkeuTthat of jotot ventures by several States for the manufacture of this type of
SuSnTtver, it is Uwn that road works make great use of<f£*~"*
as lorries dumpers, etc. There is also a need to draw the attention of African States to the tact
tot Ss eiSent is already being manufactured in Africa so as to make maximum use of the
SSnjS At the same time the maintenance of the construction equipment must be
provided for.

45 Materials: The need for more applied research on the properties of *^™T^
consSmmaterials and on means of increasing their use in road construction and maintenance
nTt^ ZTwmy recognized. There is scope for significant savings in transport costs and,
TsomeS ta SeiS exchange expenditures by using more locally available matenals under
proper construction standards and supervision.
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46. Therefore the establishment or expansion of research and testing laboratories within each

highway authority or department, is desirable, although it may take a long time to achieve

results, for various reasons. In the interim period, it is recommended to collect, publish and
disseminate research results on highway building materials and construction standards. This

exchange of information can be organized on a subregional basis.

VI. RAILWAYS

VI. 1 Improving Technical Performance

47. The management problems that most African railways face 4/ have led to a downward

trend in the technical production capacities to such an extent that these railways can no longer

route the available traffic. In many cases, the situation is particularly crucial as regards tractive
stock for which the low availability rate of locomotives causes a drop in transport capacity as
well as a substantial increase in unit cost prices. Redressing this situation naturally implies

making available appropriate resources for the supply of spare parts. However, in many cases

the problem of locomotives also puts into question the maintenance policy and a new
maintenance plan 1/ would be required. Another important field for improving the
productivity of transport means is that of traffic organization - and particularly the rational use

of routing by block-trains - and of the monitoring of the turnaround of wagons.

4/ At least in Sub-Saharan Africa, the technical situation of West African railways can be

generally considered as satisfactory.

1/ If need be, resort to sub-contracting.
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V 1 1 ng yf ftoftti activities

b th trise IIby the enterprise II.

VI. 1.2

VI 2 Tgfrmmmumffltfonri flflti S^gf1^11tflg
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those fields where the technical progress of the last decade should be most beneficial to African

railways.

VI.3 Rflfifog

51. Thepresentsituationofinade^^

the main bottleneck as regards transport capac«y _ J^^X^otive in Africa does
probably more than 12 year on fce average, whde the hfe-V^^^ M ds rolling
exceed 20 years - and will need to te^y™*^*™™)^ eas6 of maintenance,

efficiency of the railways at the end of the Decade.y

irreparable stock found in many African radways.
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OBJECTIVES

STRATEGIES

Enhance availability and reliability

rolling stock, infrastructure and

equipment

of

Develop and improve coordination

international traffic

of

STRATEGIES

- Rehabilitation of rolling stock and

infrastructure;

- Modernization of rolling stock and

infrastructure;

- Improvement of management of spare parts

procurement, including access to foreign

exchange;

- Improvement of rolling stock and infrastructure

maintenance techniques and policies;

- Establishment of subregional systems for

coordinating spare parts procurement;

- Complementarity of equipment at the regional
and subregional levels within existing capacity;

- Reinforcement of Permanent Way in view of

their adaption to current operational demands.

- Improving regional cooperation between

interconnected railways, particularly in

commercial matters;

- Promotion of railway industry from

development of small enterprise and
subcontracting certain works and manufacturing;

- Utilizing existing workshop capacities; and

- Creation of clearing houses.
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ACTION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

ACTION AT THE

NATIONAL LEVEL

Technical issues

AREAS OF CONCENTRATION

- Improvement of rolling stock availabiUty and reliability

with particular emphasis on motive power;

- Improving spare parts procurement systems including

access to foreign exchange; and

- Upgrading the quality of tacks and their maintenance
techniques including signalling and telecommunications.

ACTION AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL

ACTION AT THE

REGIONAL LEVEL
___———•———■

Technical issues

AREAS OF CONCENTRATION

- Improving rolling stock availability and reliability with

particular emphasis on motive power;

- Improving spare parts procurement systems including

access to foreign exchange;

- Upgrading the quality of tracks and their maintenance
techniques including signalling and communications; and

- Standardization, normalization and interconnection of
networks to achieve physicalintegration.
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ACTIONS AT THE SUBREGIONAL LEVEL

ACTIONS AT THE

SUBREGIONAL LEVEL
■■II —!■■■! ' ■ ' " "

Technical issues

AREAS OF CONCENTRATION

- Improving rolling stock availability with particular

emphasis on motive power;

- Improving spare parts procurement systems including

access to foreign exchange;

- Upgrading the quality of tracks and their maintenance
techniques, including signalling and telecommunications; and

- Standardization, normalization and interconnection of
networks to achieve physical integration.

VII. URBAN TRANSPORT

VII. 1

traffic volumes are mainly concentrated along

Sy ■»
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vn.2 ffrert Network Efficiency

VII.2.1

57.

areas.
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VIL2.2

i to planed administer road maintenance operate.

Vffl. AIRTRANSPORT

VIII.l

equipment as African Governments may be unable to afford.

vm.1.1 InfcastDislsKS

61 Aeronautical infrastructure deserves to be improved and rehabilitated so as to enable the
management authorities to provide adequate services.

Maintenance of airports and equipment

and strengthening of airport structure*

Define maintenance

itandanb

SUBREGIONAL

Organize seusMiatiaii seminars on procedure of

maintenance

Undertake studies and encourage the setting up

of wbregknal centres

Encourage cooperation in the field of

maintenance

NATIONAL

r

equipment

Establish national poBcies for the inamtenance of

infrastructure and equipment
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VIII 1.2

3ssssssatt*s5
keeping with the airframes maintenance situation.

64. ^
field of aircraft maintenance reqvures,
arrangement among the lmes

and the staff.

the following:

of airframes, avionics and engine overhaul

(b)

of skiUs of the staff in

^ efficiency for^efacihues

8/ See ADB, December 10th, 1984.
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(c) fiy^phiffli lotion of centres - using rational criteria, in the sense that toe
maintenance centres must be located in such a way as to generate the largest possible

home-base work supply, i.e. at the base locations of the larger airlines.

(d) Investment and operating costs - identifying the resulting investment and operating
costs of a coordinated network of aircraft maintenance and overhaul centres, given

the technical installations required.

(e) organisation modalities - defining the question of overall organization and the
relevant cooperation modalities for inter-airline maintenance and overhaul

cooperation after examining the institutional, technical and economic factors.

(f) p*7^g and charging system - determining the basis for the pricing of maintenance

work, allowing an acceptable return on investment and, possibly, also a satety and

a profit margin.

(g) roordination and work distribution - organized in such a way that specialization in
aircraft maintenance is achieved, in order to benefit from economies ot scale.

(h) Mmpn^r training plan - including analysis of the manpower needs over time and,
hence, determine a quantitative training programme that progressively evolves to

meet the expanding aircraft overhaul and maintenance demand.

IX. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

IX. 1 Manufacture of T^omnmnications Equipment in Africa

IX. 1.1 Present situation:

66. Telecommunication networks in Africa are at present built with materials and equipment

designed and manufactured by suppliers in other continents.

67 Most African countries import all their telecommunication equipment. Imports include
simple items (such as posts, connection boxes, manhole covers, antenna masks, cable ties, etc.)
as well as major items such as telephone exchanges, transmission systems, telephone sets or

cables.
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68. Local production of telecommunications equipment is practically non-existent. This gives

rise to a number of drawbacks:

Entire dependence on extra-regional industries;

Imposition of technologies related to the policies of producers;

- Imported equipment are generally not suitable for African conditions;

- Multiplicity of items of different origins, giving rise to problems of
maintenance and management of spare parts;

- A shorter working life of equipment, and hence a high depreciation cost;

The obligation to introduce new technology without being prepared.

Lack of activity in the areas of research and standardization.

69. The following objectives should receive attention during the Decade:

(a) To make use of possibilities for producing locally some of the simpler items included
in supplies purchased from foreign companies.

(b) To provide favourable conditions for the local supply of parts of telecommunication

networks.

(c) Toprovidefwaui^fe

(d) To create a conducive political environment for multinational cooperation in

industrial production and R & D.

IX.1.2 fyifnrmitY with ITNTACPA global objectives

70 Implementing the above objectives will assist the implementation of global objective 6:
"LvelZnent of manufacturing capabilities in order to cope with the rapid changes in
teSoT^nd conditions in thitransport and communications market and to reduce cost and
Suireafnrof foreign exchange by local manufacture of some spare parts, components and
equipment".
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IX. 1.3 rntifortnitv wjfo «ih-sectora1 telftmmmunications objectives

71 Implementing the above objectives will assist implementation of objective VII:
"Development of research and manufacturing capacity".

IX.1.4 F^m"™eftde<rt aftinn and expected results

(a) Studying and using local possibilities for producing components used in the
construction of telecommunication networks, including, injsodia accessories for
outside plants, drop wires, small-size indoor and outdoor plastic cables, etc.

(b) Informing local businesses of investment opportunities in industrial activities in the
telecommunications sector.

(c) Examining existing possibilities for the creation of telecommunication industries at

a national level.

(d) Formulating the enabling national policies to encourage the establishment of
industries by private participation, joint ventures, etc.

afld regional level:

(a) To evaluate the volume of demand for telecommunications equipment at subregional

and regional level.

(b) To collect information concerning the availability of certain raw materials.

(c) To consider the possibilities of introducing telecommunications equipment production

units in the subregion.

(d) Informing administrations in the subregion of existing possibilities for purchasing
telecommunications equipment from African industries.

(e) Developing standardization and technical research in the telecommunication sector.

(f) To lay down a framework for fostering multinational ownership of equipment and

plants for telecommunications industries.

(g) To agree on a protocol and mechanism necessary for establishment of multinational

industries.
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(h) To Identify alternative modalities where multinational industries couldi be set up with
ejuiuible sharing of the benefits and risks among owners of these industries.

74. EfrpSCted results

(a) Better quality of service for users, owing to the fact that telecommunication
installations are better suited to local conditions.

(b) Lower cost of equipment.

(c) Creation of new jobs, due to the introduction of telecommunications equipment

production facilities.

(d) Local supplies of telecommunications equipment.

(e) Development of standardization and technical research in the telecommunications

sector.

7<S Manv of the problems facing African telecommunication administrations would be more
easilySedffSets and exchanges of information were more effective and better organized.

X. BROADCASTING

X.I.I preset situation:

76. Africa is at present the only continent virtually without any local sound- and television-
broadcasting equipment manufacture of its own.

77. Sound- and television-broadcasting networks are constructed with material and equipment

designed and manufactured outside the region.

78. This gives rise to several disadvantages:

Full dependence on non-regional industries.

The imposition of technologies tied to manufacturing policy of outsiders.

- Imports of equipment which is generally unsuitable in the African environment.
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- Maintenance and spare-parts management problems arising from the multiplicity of
equipment from sundry sources.

Lack of research and standardization activities.

79. The following objectives should receive attention during the Decade.

(a) Utilization of local potential for producing unsophisticated components forming part
of supplies contemplated in contracts with foreign companies.

(b) Creation of conditions favourable to the implementation of investment projects for
producing sound and television-broadcasting material and equipment.

(c) Development of research and standardization activities in the sound- and television-

broadcasting fields.

X.1.2 Conformity witfri fly g1nha1 objectives of the Pecade

80 Achievement of the above objectives will help to achieve global objective 6: "Development
of manSS capabiUties in order to cope with the rapid changes in technology and
LZns™8tran5>ort and communications market and to reduce cost and ^ements for
foreign exchange by local manufacture of some spare parts, components and equipment .

X.1.3 ronformity wjfli snhsectoral broadcasting objectives:

81 Achievement of the above objectives will help to achieve objective (vi): "Conduct
Lbmty^es ofthe manufacture of professional broadcasting equipment and low-cost
receivers for the general public".

X.1.4 Krenmmfinde4 artif)" and expected results

82. At national level:

(a) Examination and utilization of local potential for producing components that can be
used in the construction of sound- and television-broadcasting networks.

(b) Advice to local promoters on investment opportunities for the creation of industrial
activities in the broadcasting and television fields.

(c) Introduce the policy changes required to encourage the establishment of industries for
manufacture of broadcasting equipment and facilities.
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83. At subregional and regional levels:

(a) Development of standardization and technical research in the broadcasting and
television fields.

(b) Examination of existing potential for creating sound- and television-broadcasting
industries at the subregional and regional levels.

(c) To lay down a framework of fostering multinational ownership of equipment and
plants for broadcasting industries.

(d) To agree on a protocol and mechanism necessary for establishment of multinational

broadcasting industries.

(e) To identify alternative modalities where multinational industries could be set up with
equitable sharing of the benefits and risks among the owners of these industries.

84. Results expected:

(a) Better quality of service offered to users as a result of the adaptation of plant to the
local environment.

(b) Lower equipment costs.

(c) Creation of new jobs through the setting up of sound and television-broadcasting
equipment production companies.

(d) Possibilities of local material supplies.

(e) Development of standardization and technical research in the broadcasting and

television fields.

85 Many of the problems facing African administrations would be solved more easily if
contacts and information exchanges were more efficient and better organized.
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XI. POSTAL SERVICES

XI.l Evaluation of fl* Physical Aspects

86 Although there is little statistical information on the subject, it is generally considered that
African postal services are poorly equipped. For instance, in 1988, there was only one letter-
sorting machine, 400 cancelling machines, 5900 franking machines and 2600 motor vehicles.

That is not all.

87 In addition to the quantitative aspects of this physical estimation, the following qualitative
aspects should be noted: the outdated condition and unsuitability of the infrastructure the
obsolescence of the equipment and technical operating material, poor means of transport, and the
unsuitability of the recruited staff and training systems for the present needs of the post.

XI.2 Maintenance of Postal Equipment

88 Investment in increasingly sophisticated equipment (computerization and sorting centres
in particular) for the postal services raises problems of maintenance and recurring costs which
those responsible must take into account in designing and implementing the development and
modernization projects. That involves, among other things, rational choices as regards cost,
efficiency, technical personnel, etc. for the acquisition of the appropriate equipment.

XI.3 Manufacture of Postal Equipment

89 At the moment, the bulk of this equipment is imported from abroad as there is no local
manufacturing industry in this field. This is a further obstacle because of the high foreign
exchange cost of the imported equipment, the long delivery times and the fact that the equipment
is not adapted to the specific needs of the African postal administrations. It is, therefore,
recommended that focus be put on the creation of workshops for making postal equipment m
Africa. In this respect, the African postal authorities have already decided to set up four

subregional workshops.

XI.4 Strategy and Priorities Pronosed in UNTACPA H

90 The Subsectoral Working Group for Postal Services has proposed strategies and priorities
on basis of the directives, recommendations and actions contained in the -Washington General
Action Plan" and the "Final Act of the Nairobi Conference of Ministers of Posts (1988)". The
options projects or development plans already selected or being developed in a particular postal
administration should, therefore, refer to them for the sake of coordination and coherence. As
far as equipment technology is concerned, the Group proposes manufacturing postal equipment

locally, thus:
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establish at least four units to manufacture postal equipment;

- effective and permanent participation by countries in managing the units established

to ensure their efficacy;

- application of production and management rules to ensure that the equipment
produced is competitive, in quality and cost;

commitment of the countries concerned to buy the equipment produced.

91 The Postal Working Group also proposed that a study be undertaken on modalities of
collaboration with private investors, in both technical and financial terms.

92 Senior postal officials must be in constant contact with the appropriate authorities,
particularly thVNational Coordinating Committees, to prepare and finalize postal projects under
the Second Decade. Further action could be considered at bilateral, regional and international
level to provide assistance for postal administrations in preparing their projects.
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CONCLUSION

SSf of the available capacities, capabilities, learning effects and resources.

leading towards achieving the subsector's objectives.

OS lust as it would be meaningless to separate the consideration of other inputs (such as

practical significance.

SaSSSS
approved subsectoral strategies in practical terms.

07 it k exoected that after drawing the attention of those concerned to the practical

all these efforts.
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1.

(a)

(b)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

ACTIVITY

First meeting of the Working Group:

to highlight the main areas where UNTACDA strategies

need industrial support, and

to determine the best way of handling the issue of

equipment development for transport and communications

sectors in Africa.

Dispatching the report of the first meeting to lead agencies

of the various Subsectoral Working Groups for their

response in articulating and incorporating the issues and

priorities within the respective subsectoral strategies

appropriate to equipment development.

Monitoring the actions of the Subsectoral Working Groups

as they review this matter, up to the expected results by the

end of October 1992.

Consolidating in a single draft paper, the results arising

from the reviewed Subsectoral strategies highlighting the

issues and priorities in the field of equipment technology

component.

Second meeting of the Working Group to consider the

consolidated paper and make recommendations for its

practical application.

Circulating the revised consolidated paper to the

Subsectoral Working Groups, with the recommendations of

the second meeting, for comments before final issue.

APPROXIMATE

DATES

4-6 May 1992

June 1992

July-Oct.1992

Oct.-Dec. 1992

January 1993

Jan.-Feb.1993
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ACTIVITY APPROXIMATE

DATES

8.

9.

Disseminating the final consolidated draft to the member
States (NCCs) and the other major actors involved in the
implementation of both UNTACDA II and IDDA II
programmes.

Undertaking follow-up actions, in collaboration with

members of the Subsectoral Working Groups, namely on

identification and preparation of project ideas/proposals
derived from the strategies for equipment, parts and

components in the field of transport and communications in
Africa.

Identifying and sensitizing primary sponsors for these
proposals and holding consultation meetings with them to
determine the best ways and means of promoting the
project proposals for appropriate follow-up actions.

March-April 1993

April-October

1993

October 1993 -

February 1994


